Planners of the Graphplan family (Graphplan, IPP, STAN...) are currently considered to be the most efficient ones on numerous planning domains. Their partially ordered plans can be represented as sequences of sets of actions. The sets of actions generated by Graphplan satisfy a strong independence property which allows one to manipulate each set as a whole. We present a detailed formal analysis that demonstrates that the independence criterion can be partially relaxed in order to produce valid plans in the sense of Graphplan. Indeed, two actions at a same level of the planning-graph do not need to be marked as mutually exclusive if there exists a possible ordering between them that respects a criterion of "authorization", less constrained than the criterion of independence. The ordering between the actions can be set up after the plan has been generated, and the extraction of the solution plan needs an extra checking process that guarantees that an ordering can be found for actions considered simultaneously, at each level of the planning-graph. This study lead us to implement a modified Graphplan, LCGP (for "Least Committed GraphPlan"), which is still sound and complete and generally produces plans that have fewer levels than those of Graphplan (the same number in the worst cases). We present an experimental study which demonstrates that, in classical planning domains, LCGP solves more problems than planners from the family of Graphplan (Graphplan, IPP, STAN...). In most cases, LCGP also outperforms the other planners.
Introduction

Generalities
In recent years, the development of a new family of planning systems based on the planner Graphplan [2; 3] has lead to numerous evolutions in planning. Graphplan develops, level after level, a compact search space called a planning-graph. During this construction stage, it does not use all the relations among state variables or actions that are taken into account in other planning techniques like state space search or search in the space of partial plans. In Graphplan, these constraints are only computed and memoized at each level as mutual exclusions, so that the planning-graph can be seen as a Dynamic CSP [10; 11; 18; 23] . The search space is easier to develop, but a second stage, called the extraction stage, is necessary in order to try to extract a valid plan from the planning-graph and the sets of mutual exclusions.
Several techniques have been employed to improve Graphplan: reduction of the search space before the extraction stage [7; 19] , improvement of the domain representation language [9; 14; 15; 22; 23] , improvement of the extraction stage [8; 10; 11; 13; 16; 24] . In all these works, the structure of the generated plans remains the same whatever the graph construction method is. A plan of Graphplan can thus be represented as a minimal sequence of sets of actions considered simultaneously: each step of the algorithm produces a level of the planning-graph, each level being connected to a set of actions of the plan.
Every set Q of actions that appears in a sequence produced by Graphplan is such that the computation of the final situation Ef, produced by the application of the actions of Q, starting from an initial situation Ei, is independent of the order in which these actions are applied. This is because all the sets of actions kept by Graphplan during the extraction stage verify a property I (Independence), easy to test, that permit them to be excuted in parallel. The final situation Ef is directly computed from the initial situation Ei and from the global application of the actions of the set Q.
We have established another property A (Authorization) which is less restrictive than I (I implies A) and easier to verify. This property guarantees the existence of at least one serialization S of the actions of Q (but does not require its computation). The application of this sequence to an initial situation Ei can still be computed as if the sets of actions verified the independence property. The final situation Ef can still be considered to be the result of the global application of the actions of Q, but these actions cannot be always executed in parallel: a valid ordering (that can contain parallel actions) must be found.
We have developed a Graphplan-like planner called LCGP (Least Committed Graphplan, see [4; 5] ) which works in the same way: it incrementally constructs a stratified graph, then searches it to extract a plan. The graph that Graphplan would have built is a subgraph of LCGP graph (cf. example below) at the same level. So, goals generally appear sooner (at the same time in the worst cases). LCGP then transforms the produced plan into a Graphplan-like plan. The faster computation of a solution has a cost: the plans obtained with LCGP may not be optimal, in the sense that they can have more levels than the ones produced by Graphplan. In practice, LCGP rapidly gives a solution on many classical benchmarks (Logistics, Blocks-world, Ferry...) where Graphplan is unable to produce a plan after a significant running time.
An example
We introduce below, on a small example, the basic idea of the authorization relation and the changes it implies for Graphplan. Let us first recall informally the basic elements of Graphplan. Objects of the world are represented by ground atoms (called propositions), states of the world are lists of propositions, and actions are triples of lists of propositions: preconditions (propositions that must be present in the state before the execution of the action), add effects (propositions added to the state) and del effects (propositions deleted from the state). The Graphplan algorithm first builds the planning-graph, a stratified graph that interleaves two kinds of nodes: proposition nodes and action nodes. These nodes are collected into levels, that contain one set of proposition nodes and one set of action nodes each. The first level only contains the propositions of the initial state of the world. The second level contains the actions that are applicable in the initial state (actions that have all their preconditions present in the initial state), and the no-ops for every proposition in the initial state. A no-op is an action whose precondition is a proposition and add effect is the same proposition. No-ops permit Graphplan to solve the frame-problem: a proposition not deleted by an action will be present in the next state if the corresponding no-op is applied. The second level also contains the add effects of every action in the second level (including the propositions of the initial state, thanks to the no-ops). At each level, binary mutual exclusions are recorded. Two propositions are mutually exclusive when every pair of actions that produce them are mutually exclusive, and two actions are mutually exclusive when they have mutually exclusive preconditions or when they are not independent. Two actions are independent when neither of them deletes a precondition or an add effect of the other. Actions will not be added in the next level if any of their preconditions are mutually exclusive. This process continues until the following property is verified: either all the propositions of the goal are present in the last level and none of the goal propositions are mutually exclusive, or the problem is proved to be unsolvable with respect to a more complex property (cf. [3] for details). If the problem is not unsolvable, then a solution can be extracted by a backward chaining algorithm that will be briefly described in the example below. If no solution is found, the planning-graph is extended with one more level and the extraction stage starts again until a solution is found or the problem is proved to be unsolvable. Now comes an example that illustrates the difference between Graphplan and LCGP. The set of propositions is P = {a, b, c, d} and the set of actions is A = {A, B, C}, with:
Preconditions of A = {a} Preconditions of B = {a} Preconditions of C = {b, c} Add effects of A = {b} Add effects of B = {c} Add effects of C = {d} Del effects of A = {} Del effects of B = {a} Del effects of C = {} The initial state of the problem is I = {a}, and the goal is G = {d}. The planning-graph of Graphplan is depicted in Figure 1 . A full black line from a proposition to an action (from left to right) represents a precondition link, and from an action to a proposition it represents an add effect. Dashed lines represent del effects, and grey lines represent no-ops. The actions A and B are always mutually exclusive, because they are not independent: B deletes a which is a precondition of A. At level 1, the pairs of mutually exclusive propositions are {a, c} and {b, c}. So, the action C cannot be used at level 2 to produce the goal. At this level, b and c do not remain mutually exclusive, because the no-op of b and the action B are not mutually exclusive. At level 3, the action C can be applied and the goal d appears.
The solution can now be extracted by the backward chaining algorithm. A goal list is created that only contains d. The algorithm looks for actions that assert the propositions of the goal list at level 3. The only action that asserts d is C. The goal list is now the union of the preconditions of every considered actions: {b, c}. The algorithm records that C belongs to the current plan at level 3, and looks for actions at level 2 that assert the proposition of the goal list. Some pairs of actions cannot be chosen, because they are mutually exclusive: {A, B}, {A, no-op of c}, {no-op of b, no-op of c}. The only possible choice is {no-op of b, B} which is recorded in the current plan at level 2. The goal list is now {b, a}, and the only possible actions at level 1 are {A, no-op of a}. The produced plan (without no-ops, which are only useful for the construction of the graph and the extraction stage) is 〈A, B, C〉.
The authorization relation is a partial relaxation of the independence relation, and is not symmetrical. An action A authorizes an action B when A does not delete a precondition of B and B does not delete an add effect of A, so the action B can be applied after the action A and the resulting state contains the union of the add effects of A and B. Two actions are now mutually exclusive when they have mutually exclusive preconditions or when neither of these two actions authorizes the other. Figure 2 depicts the planning-graph of LCGP. Thus, at level 1, the propositions b and c are not mutually exclusive, and the action C can be applied at level 2. The goal d now appears at level 2 and the extraction stage can be performed. The goal list is initialized with {d}, and the algorithm looks for an action that asserts d: the action C is then recorded in the current plan at level 2. The goal list is now the preconditions of C: {b, c}. The only actions that assert the propositions of the goal list are now the actions A and B which are not mutually exclusive as before, because A authorizes B. The algorithm must perform an extra test, to ensure that an ordering of these actions can be found. As we have only two actions, the ordering is obvious and the produced plan is the one produced by Graphplan: 〈A, B, C〉.
A problem can occur when the algorithm considers at least three actions simultaneously. Indeed, if we consider the three actions C, D, E such that C authorizes D but D does not authorize C, D authorizes E but E does not authorize D, and E authorizes C but C does not authorize E, no ordering of {C, D, E} can be found: 〈C, D, E〉 and 〈C, E, D〉 are impossible because C does not authorize E; and with a circular permutation of these two orderings, all the other orderings are impossible.
An example of a classical benchmark domain in which this problem can occur is the Blocks-world domain with the following actions: MoveFromTable(A, B), MoveFromTable(B, C) and MoveFromTable(C, A). In the initial state, the three blocks A, B and C are on the table, and the goal is {on(A, B), on(B, C), on(C, A)} which is obviously impossible; but that needs to be proved by the planner. The three actions described above produce the propositions of the goal, and there is no pair of mutually exclusive actions. Indeed, MoveFromTable(B, C) authorizes MoveFromTable(A, B): after moving B on C, it is still possible to move A on B. But MoveFromTable(A, B) does not authorizes MoveFromTable(B, C): after moving A on B, B is not clear, so it cannot be taken (a block can be moved only when it is clear). We are exactly in the case described above with the actions C, D, E. It is important to note that the search for an ordering can be performed in polynomial time by a topological sort algorithm.
In Section 2, we present a formal analysis of the independence and authorization relations. In Section 3 we describe the way to modify Graphplan in order to produce authorization based plans, and to transform them into independence based plans. In Section 4 we show experimental results that compare the efficiency of our approach to that of classical Graphplan. Related work is discussed in Section 5, and our conclusions are given in Section 6. 
Definition 4 (first, rest, length):
We define the classical functions first and rest on non-empty sequences as first(〈Q1, Q2, ..., Qn〉) = Q1, rest(〈Q1, Q2, ..., Qn〉) = 〈Q2, ..., Qn〉, and length on all sequences as length(〈Qi〉n) = n.
Definition 5 (concatenation of sequences of sets of actions):
Let S, S' ∈ (2 A )* be two sequences of sets of actions with S = 〈Qi〉n and S' = 〈Q'i〉m. The concatenation (noted ⊕) of S and S' is defined by:
Definition 6 (linearization):
A linearization of a set of actions Q ∈ 2 A with Q = {a1, ..., an} is a permutation of Q. The set of all the linearizations of Q is denoted by Lin(Q).
Notations:
If Q is the set of actions Q = {a1, ..., an}, then:
• the union of the preconditions of the elements of Q is noted Prec(Q): Prec(Q) = Prec(a1) ∪ ... ∪ Prec(an),
• the union of the adds of the elements of Q is noted Add(Q): Add(Q) = Add (a1) ∪ ... ∪ Add(an),
• the union of the deletes of the elements of Q is noted Del(Q):
We use the same notation for sequences of actions Q = 〈a1, ..., an〉.
1
There should be no confusion since it should be clear from the context if we mean a sequence of actions or a sequence of sets of actions.
Like the majority of partial order planners (UCPOP, SNLP...), Graphplan strongly constrains the choice of actions in order to ensure that a parallel and a sequential execution of a plan yield the same resulting state. To achieve this result using a Strips-like description of actions, every action in a set must be independent of the others, i.e. their effects must not be contradictory (no action can delete an add effect of another) and they must not interact (no action can delete a precondition of another).
Definition 7 (independence):
Two actions a1 ≠ a2 ∈ A are independent iff:
A set of actions Q ∈ 2 A is an independent set iff the actions of this set are pairwise independent, i.e.
Notice that for two actions to be applicable in parallel, another condition must be true: they must not have incompatible preconditions. Graphplan and LCGP detect and take advantage of these incompatibilities.
A sequence 〈Q 1 , ..., Qn〉 of sets of actions partially defines the order of execution of the actions. The end of the execution of each action in Qi must precede the beginning of the execution of each action in Qi+1. This implies that the execution of all the actions in Qi precedes the execution of all the actions in Qi+1.
Let us formalize a plan of Graphplan, by defining an application to simulate the execution of a sequence of sets of actions from an initial representation of the world. If a sequence of sets of actions cannot be applied to a state, the result will be ⊥, the impossible state.
Definition 8 (application of a sequence of independent sets of actions):
Let ℜ:
∪ {⊥}), defined as:
Definition 9 (plan in relation to ℜ):
A sequence of sets of actions S ∈ (2 A )* is a plan for a state E ∈ (2
When E ℜ S ≠ ⊥, we can associate a semantics to S that is connected with the execution of actions in the real world, because we are sure (in a static world) that our prediction of the final state is correct. In this case, we say that S is recognized by ℜ.
Theorem 1 establishes the essential property of Graphplan: the actions of a plan of Graphplan that can be executed in parallel give the same result when they are executed sequentially, whatever the order of execution is.
Theorem 1:
Let E ∈ (2 P ∪ {⊥}) be a state and S ∈ (2 A )* − {〈〉} a sequence of sets of actions, with S = 〈Q1, ..., Qn〉. Then:
Now, we are going to question this property. We can remark that E ℜ 〈{a1, ..., an}〉 = E ℜ 〈a1, ..., an〉 when
In this case, we can see that E ℜ 〈a1, ..., an〉 can be computed without knowing the order of the actions of the sequence 〈a1, ..., an〉.
Towards a new structure for plans
Graphplan imposes very strong conditions on the plans using the independence property to choose the actions to consider simultaneously. So, it is always possible to execute these actions in parallel. Now, we demonstrate that we can modify this property to relax a part of the constraints on actions of the same set and still produce plans.
When we do this modification, we can no longer be sure that the actions in a set of actions (actions at a same level) can be executed in parallel because they may not be independent. However, the main idea of Graphplan is preserved because each of our new sets of actions can still be used as a whole: we always try to establish all the preconditions of all the actions in a set using the effects of the actions that belong to another set of actions (at the preceding level).
By relaxing a part of the constraints on independent actions, we define a more flexible relation (asymmetrical) between the actions: the authorization relation. An action a1 authorizes an action a2 if a2 can be executed at the same time or after a1 with the same resulting state. In order to achieve this result a property weaker than independence is sufficient: a1 must not delete a precondition of a2 (a2 must still be applicable after a1 has been executed) and a2 must not delete a fact added by a1. This definition implies an order for the execution of two actions: a1 authorizes a2 means that if a1 is executed before a2, the preconditions of a2 will not be deleted by the execution of a1 and the add effects of a1 will not be deleted by the execution of a2. On the other hand if a1 does not authorize a2 and if we execute a1 before a2, either a2 deletes an add effect of a1 (so the resulting state cannot be computed), or a precondition of a2 is deleted by a1 (so we cannot execute a2).
Definition 10 (authorization):
An action a1 ∈ A authorizes an action a2 ∈ A (noted a1 ∠ a2) iff (1) a1 ≠ a2 and (2) Add(a1) ∩ Del(a2) = ∅ and Prec(a2) ∩ Del(a1) = ∅. An action a1 forbids an action a2 iff the action a1 does not authorize a2, i.e. if not(a1 ∠ a2).
This authorization relation leads to a new definition of the sets that can belong to a plan. These sets will no longer be independent sets. For every set of actions, we want to find at least one linearization that could be a plan. Such a linearization introduces a notion of order among actions.
Definition 11 (authorized sequence):
A sequence of actions 〈ai〉n ∈ 2 A is authorized
Definition 12 (authorized set of actions, authorized linearizations):
A set of actions Q ∈ (2 A )* is authorized iff one can find an authorized linearization S ∈ Lin(Q), otherwise it is forbidden. We will note LinA(Q) the set of all the authorized linearizations of Q:
So, a set of actions is authorized if one can find an order among the actions of the set such that no action in the set deletes either an add of a preceding action or a precondition of a following action.
Let us define ℜ*, a new application of a sequence of sets of actions to a state that uses the authorization relation between actions. Our planner LCGP will be based on ℜ*. With this definition, we can demonstrate a new theorem to compute the resulting state (Theorem 2). This theorem does not use all the linearizations of the independent sets of actions but only the linearizations that respect the authorization constraints among actions of the sets (authorized linearizations).
Definition 13 (application of a sequence of authorized sets of actions):
Let ℜ*:
Definition 14 (plan in relation to ℜ*):
The theorem below says that all applications of the authorized linearizations of the sets of actions of a plan recognized by ℜ* give the same result. It is close to Theorem 1 and has a similar proof.
Theorem 2:
Relations between the formalisms
The independence and authorization relations are strongly related. The next theorem says that a plan for ℜ is a plan for ℜ*:
Let E ∈ (2 P ∪ {⊥}) be a state and S ∈ (2 A )* a sequence of sets of actions. Then:
It follows that if a sequence of sets of actions S is not a plan for a situation E in relation to ℜ*, it is not a plan for E in relation to ℜ either:
There is another connection between the plans recognized by ℜ and the plans recognized by ℜ*: all the plans constructed using the authorized linearizations of the sets of actions of a plan recognized by ℜ*, are recognized by ℜ. Moreover, the application of ℜ* to the original plan produces the same resulting state as the application of ℜ on every plan constructed using the authorized linearizations of the sets of actions of the plan.
Theorem 4:
Let E ∈ (2 P ∪ {⊥}) be a state and S ∈ (2 A )* − {〈〉} a sequence of sets of actions, with S = 〈Q1, ... Qn〉. Then:
This theorem is essential and gives a meaning to the plans recognized by ℜ*: an elementary transformation (the search of an authorized linearization of every set of actions) produces a plan recognized by ℜ (and that Graphplan would have produced).
Integration of this new structure of plans in Graphplan
Now, we will explain the modifications to Graphplan to implement this new formalism in LCGP. Recall that a planning-graph is a graph consisting of successive levels, each one marked with a positive integer and containing a set of actions and a set of propositions. The level 0 is an exception and only contains propositions representing facts of the initial state.
Extending the planning-graph
During this stage, the only difference between Graphplan and LCGP involves the computation of the exclusion relations between actions. In Graphplan, two actions a1 and a2 are mutually exclusive iff (1) a1 ≠ a2 and (2) they are not independent (i.e. one of them forbids the other: not(a1 ∠ a2) or not(a2 ∠ a1)), or if a precondition of one is mutually exclusive with a precondition of the other. In LCGP, the exclusion relation between actions is thus defined:
Definition 15 (mutual exclusion):
Two actions a1, a2 ∈ A are mutually exclusive iff (1) a 1 ≠ a 2 and (2) each of them forbids the other: not(a 1 ∠ a 2 ) and not(a 2 ∠ a 1 ), or if a precondition of one is mutually exclusive with a precondition of the other.
This new definition of the mutual exclusion (or in Graphplan, and in LCGP), implies that LCGP finds fewer mutually exclusive pairs of actions than Graphplan (the same number in the worst cases). Consequently, a level n of LCGP will include more actions and propositions than a level n of Graphplan (cf. example of § 1) because actions can sometimes be applied earlier in LCGP (given a level n, the graph of Graphplan is a subgraph of the one for LCGP). The graph of LCGP grows faster and contains, for the same number of levels, more potential plans than the graph of Graphplan (the same number in the worst cases). The extension of the graph finishes earlier too because the goals generally appear before being produced by Graphplan (at the same level in the worst cases).
Searching for a plan
After the construction stage, Graphplan tries to extract a solution from the planning-graph, using a level-by-level approach. It begins with the set of propositions constructed at the last level (that includes the goals) and inspects the different sets of actions that assert the goals. It chooses one of them (backtrack point) and searches again, at the previous level, for the sets of actions that assert the preconditions of these actions. At each level, the actions of the chosen set must be pairwise independent and their preconditions must not be mutually exclusive to be in agreement with the associated semantics (parallel actions, cf. § 2.1). So, Graphplan tests, using the exclusion relations, that there is no pair of mutually exclusive actions.
In LCGP, even when there is no mutual exclusion, it is not guaranteed that a set of actions can be kept for a plan (cf. Example of Blocks−world domain in §1.2). This set must also be authorized (cf. Definition 12), i.e. one must find a sequence of actions (authorized sequence) such that no action deletes a precondition of a following action or an add effect of a previous action of the sequence. This condition can be verified using a modified topological sort algorithm (linear in the number of arcs and nodes [17] ) that tests if the directed graph defined below is acyclic:
Definition 16 (authorization graph):
Let Q ∈ 2 A be a set of actions, with Q = {a 1 , ..., an}. The authorization graph AG(N, C) of Q is an oriented graph defined by:
• N = {n(a1), ..., n(an)} is the set of nodes containing one node, n(ai), for each action ai ∈ Q,
• C is the set of arcs that represent the order constraints among actions: there is an arc from n(ai) to n(aj) iff the execution of ai must precede the execution of aj, i.e. if aj forbids ai:
Indeed, we can demonstrate that:
A be a set of actions and AG(N, C) the authorization graph of Q. Then:
AG has no cycle ⇔ Q is authorized.
We use the algorithm SearchSeq below to prove that a set of actions is authorized. This algorithm not only returns the answer to the question "is this set of actions Q authorized ?" (cf. Theorem 6, below); it also returns a sequence of independent sets of actions S such that E ℜ* 〈Q〉 = E ℜ S (cf. Theorem 7, § 3.3.1). We divided the algorithm into two procedures, because the second one (Stratify) will be used later by the algorithm which computes the optimal reordering of a plan.
SearchSeq(Q)
;; Input: ;; − Q: a set of actions ;; Output: ;; − fail if Q is not authorized, ;; − else: sequence of sets of actions S such that E ℜ* 〈Q〉 = E ℜ S. Begin Let AG(N, C) := the authorization graph of Q Return Stratify(AG) End {SearchSeq}
Stratify(G)
;; Input: ;; − G(N, C): a directed graph. N is the set of nodes associated to actions, C is the set of arcs. ;; Output: ;; − fail if G is cyclic ;; − else: 〈Q1, ..., Qn〉: sequence of sets of independent actions such that:
Theorem 6:
Let Q ∈ 2 A be a set of actions. Then:
Returning the plan
The plans that LCGP returns (recognized by ℜ*) are not sufficiently ordered to be directly executed. We need to transform them into plans that are recognized by ℜ. The transformation we use works in two stages:
1. The plan of LCGP is first transformed into a plan recognized by ℜ (cf. Theorem 4). In order to do this, the algorithm of § 3.2 (search of a cycle in the authorization graph) is used to return an authorized sequence of sets of actions for each set of actions of the plan.
2. The resulting plan can then be reordered optimally using the polynomial algorithm of [20] , revised and formalized by [1] who demonstrates that it finds the optimal reordering in number of levels of the plan (i.e. in number of sets of independent actions).
Details of these two stages are given in the next two sections.
Transformation into Graphplan's semantics
We know that we can use SearchSeq to answer the question about the authorization of a set of actions; but we must now prove that the authorized sequences it returns can be used to transform the solution returned by LCGP (recognized by ℜ*), into a solution that has the semantics of the plans of Graphplan (recognized by ℜ).
Theorem 7:
Let E ∈ 2 P be a state and S ∈ (2 A )* − {〈〉} a sequence of sets of actions, with S = 〈Q1, ..., Qn〉. Then:
We note that as each set of actions in the plan must be proved to be authorized during search by using the procedure SearchSeq, we can "memoize" for every set of actions at each level the result of that test; so when a plan is found, we can avoid the transformation described above and directly compute the optimal reordering of the plan as shown in the next section.
Search of the optimal reordering
As shown previously, the plan returned by using SearchSeq is recognized by ℜ (which recognizes plans of Graphplan) and solves the problem. We now use the PRF algorithm (cf. [20] , revised and formalized by [1, p. 119]) in order to find a reordering that is optimal in the number of levels of the plan (i.e. in the number of independent sets of actions).
This stage will be decomposed in two parts, as we have done for the search of an authorized sequence of a set of actions. Firstly we build a graph that represents the constraints of the plan (i.e. order relations and independence relations among actions). We then use a modified topological sort algorithm on this graph to find the sequence of sets of actions corresponding to the solution-plan.
Definition 17 (partial order graph):
Let E ∈ 2 P be a state and S ∈ (2 A )* a sequence of sets of actions, with S = 〈Q1, ..., Qn〉, such that E ℜ S ≠ ⊥. The partial order graph POG(N, C) of S is an oriented graph defined by:
• N is the set of the nodes such that for each action a ∈ Qi , ∀ i ∈ [1, n], there is only one associated node of N noted n(a), • C is the set of arcs that represent the constraints among actions: there is an arc from n(ai) to n(aj) iff the execution of ai must precede the execution of aj, i.e.:
(n(ai), n(aj)) ∈ C ⇔ (ai ∈ Qk and aj ∈ Qp and 1 ≤ k < p ≤ n and (not(aj ∠ ai) or Add(ai) ∩ Prec(aj) ≠ ∅))
The following algorithm simply computes the partial order graph corresponding to a plan, and then uses the Stratify algorithm to return the optimal reordering of its input. All proofs can be found in [1] .
SearchReordering(S)
;; Input: ;; − S: a sequence of authorized sets of actions ;; Output: ;; − the optimal reordering of S Begin Let POG(N, C) := the partial order graph of S Return Stratify(POG) End {SearchReordering} Another solution to compute the final plan is to directly transform the plan returned by LCGP (sequence of authorized sets of actions) into a Graphplan-like plan, by adding the following condition to the construction of the partial order graph: we add an arc between an action a and an action b that belong to the same authorized set if the action b does not authorize the action a. It is the same condition as for the construction of the authorization graph of § 3.2. This version is presented in [5] .
Experiments
Equipment
We have implemented our own version of Graphplan, called GP; and LCGP that corresponds to the modifications of GP described in § 3. The two planners share most of their code and the differences between them are minimal (cf. § 3). The common part includes well-known improvements of Graphplan: EBL/DDB techniques from [10; 11] and a graph construction inspired by [16; 22] (two level circular structure of the planning-graph). GP and LCGP are implemented in Allegro Common Lisp 5.0. All the tests have been performed with a Pentium− II 450Mhz machine with 256Mb of RAM, running Debian GNU/Linux 2.0.
Comparison between Graphplan-based planners in Logistics domain
Here are the results of the tests we performed on the Logistics domain of the BLACKBOX 2 distribution [13] between LCGP and three planners based on Graphplan: IPP 3 v4.0 [19] , STAN 4 v3.0 [7] and GP. IPP and STAN are highly optimized planners implemented in C for IPP, and in C++ for STAN. The heuristic used in the extraction phase of GP and LCGP is the original Graphplan "no-ops first" heuristic: the first action chosen for establishing a proposition is a no-op, and the other actions are left unordered. We present in the next section a more powerful heuristic, which will be used for the other tests.
For the first series of tests we used the 30 problems of the BLACKBOX distribution [13] . The results are shown in Table 1 .
• Among the three planners based on Graphplan (which use the independence relation), STAN is the most efficient. Two reasons can explain this result: STAN has the EBL/DDB capacities described in [10; 11] , and it preserves only the actions that are relevant for each problem thanks to its pre-planning type analysis tools [7] . Then comes GP, which solves fewer problems than STAN but significantly more than IPP. GP is faster than IPP except on 2 problems. This can be explained by the EBL/DDB capabilities of GP.
• Our planner, LCGP, solves all the problems with extremely good performances compared to the other planners. STAN is however faster than LCGP in 9 problems, but performances of LCGP would likely be better if it had the same features as STAN (C++ implementation and pre-planning analysis tools). In most of the problems, the planning-graph construction takes almost all the time: the search time is then negligible. Only a few problems (log.c, log017, log020, log023) take relatively more time due to the hardness of search in the second stage. The improvement is evident: LCGP runs on average 1800 times faster than GP on the problems solved by both planners.
One of the peculiarities of the Logistics domain is that plans can contain a lot of parallel actions. So GP, IPP and STAN find many independent actions, and there are fewer constraints (in relation to the number of actions) than in other domains, like Blocks-world domain with one arm. However, numerous constraints found by GP can be relaxed by LCGP to become authorization constraints. For example, in GP, the two actions "load a package in an airplane at place A" and "fly this airplane from place A to place B" are not independent: one precondition of the first action (the airplane must be at place A) is deleted by the second action. In LCGP, the first action authorizes the second so they can appear simultaneously in an authorized set. So, these results are mainly due to the reduction of the search space in LCGP (cf. § 1, the number of levels needed to solve the problem).
None of these planners produces optimal solutions (in number of actions), but their plans contain approximately the same number of actions. LCGP is not optimal in the sense of Graphplan (in number of levels in relation to the independence relation), it is optimal in number of levels in relation to the authorization relation. However, the plans found by LCGP are not significantly longer: on average for the problems solved by both planners, plans found by GP contain 48.67 actions, while plans found by LCGP contain 49.11 actions. Moreover, LCGP finds the optimal solution on some problems (cf. log010, log013, log025...).
Heuristics in the search phase of GP and LCGP
In this section, we present the heuristic used in GP and LCGP during the extraction stage in the next series of tests. This heuristic is domain independent and greatly improves the extraction of plans. It combines the "no-ops first" initial heuristic of Graphplan and the "level-based" heuristic proposed for LCGP in [5] and for Graphplan in [12] . By merging these two heuristics, we take advantage of the qualities of both: quality of the solution in number of actions (no-ops first heuristic) and speedup of the search time (level-based heuristic).
As demonstrated in [10; 11] , the extraction stage of Graphplan can be seen as a Dynamic Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DCSP) [18] . Indeed, during this process, every proposition pn at a level n of the planning-graph can be assigned to a variable of a CSP; the set of actions that support every pn constitutes its domain and the mutual exclusions produced during the construction stage become constraints in the CSP. Graphplan tries to extract a plan from the planning-graph by assigning a value (an action) to every variable (proposition) in order to satisfy the set of constraints (mutual exclusions). The assignment of values to variables is a dynamic process because every assignment at a level n activates other variables in the previous level. During this extraction stage, two orders are involved: the order in which the propositions are considered for assignment (variable ordering heuristic) and the order in which the actions supporting a proposition are employed (value ordering heuristic). To use the classical CSP heuristic "most constrained variable first and least constrained value first", we need a quantitative measure for these constraints. The "no-ops first" Graphplan heuristic prefers using a no-op to support a proposition, and then the other possible actions. This choice seems reasonable to produce plans that contain fewer actions. However, this heuristic gives no information about the variable or value constraints and is not appropriate from a CSP viewpoint (most constrained variable first and least constrained value first). Our experimental results [5] and those of [12] clearly demonstrate that in numerous domains this strategy leads to a reduction in the search time.
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The size of the variable domain is another heuristic employed in [11] to measure how constrained a variable is. Using this criterion, a proposition is said to be more constrained than another if fewer actions support it and the experimental study of [11] shows that, using this heuristic, Graphplan runs as much as 4 times faster.
Neither of these two heuristics is informative enough because they do not really measure the difficulty of the extraction of a solution. Indeed, it is not because several actions support a proposition that this last is easier to obtain. This information only concerns the current level; in order to improve the heuristic, we need a measure for the difficulty to assert a proposition that takes into account the different levels of the planning-graph (from level 0 to the current level).
The level-based heuristic proposed in [5] and [12] uses as a measure the starting level of a proposition (or action), i.e. the number of the level of the planning-graph in which this proposition (or action) appears for the first time. We can reasonably suppose that the higher the starting level of a proposition is, the more difficult it is to obtain it, indeed:
• To be asserted, a proposition with a high starting level needs a plan with a large number of steps.
Generally, a plan that needs n steps to assert a proposition p contains more actions (including no-ops) than a plan to assert another proposition p' that appears in a level n', n'<n. So, a high starting level generally denotes a proposition that is more difficult to assert than another with a lower starting level.
• The mutual exclusions between propositions (or actions) tend to disappear as the associated propositions (or actions) remain in the higher levels of the planning-graph. So, the propositions with a high starting level are established using recent actions and they have a better chance of being involved in mutual exclusions than older ones.
So, for a proposition, a high starting level denotes two difficulties: the plan to obtain it generally contains a large number of actions (including no-ops), and the actions that support this proposition have a higher probability of being involved in mutual exclusions.
The starting level seems to be a characteristic measure for the degree of constraint of a proposition. So, for the dynamic variable ordering, we will assign first the propositions having the higher starting level. Concerning the static domain ordering, a similar reasoning demonstrates that actions that have lower starting levels are on average easier to produce.
Our experiments prove (cf. Table 2 ) that it is really interesting to merge this level-based heuristic with the no-ops first heuristic to take advantage of the qualities of both: speedup of the search time (level-based heuristic) and quality of the solution in number of actions (no-ops first heuristic). Consequently, the GP and LCGP heuristic have been implemented using "greater starting level variable first" as variable ordering heuristic and "no-ops first, then least starting level value first" as value ordering heuristic. The bad results in the Tower of Hanoi domain can be explained by the fact that with the standard encoding, the starting level of the propositions of the goal (except one of them, for the biggest disc) is 0: the propositions "disc 1 is on disc 2", "disc 2 is on disc 3", ..., belong both to the initial state and to the goal. A solution would be to encode the domain in a more informative way, by indicating which peg the discs are located on: "disc 1 is on disc 2 on peg A" would belong to the initial state, and "disc 1 is on disc 2 on peg C" would belong to the goal.
Comparison GP vs. LCGP in Ferry and Gripper domain
Compared with GP, in Ferry and Gripper domains, LCGP is not as efficient as in the Logistics domain, but always runs faster than GP (see Table 3 and Table 4 ). The column "Expanded nodes" in the tables represents the number of sets of subgoals that the algorithm tries to assert. It is interesting to see that in the Ferry domain, whose problems have linear solutions, planning-graphs produced by LCGP are almost two times shorter than those of GP. Indeed, in LCGP, the actions "embark a car on side A" and "sail from side A to side B" can belong to the same authorized set; the same holds for "debark a car at side B" and "sail from side B to side A". The same phenomenon occurs in the Gripper domain: the planning-graphs produced by LCGP are also almost two times shorter than those of GP. This domain allows some parallelism between actions: with GP, the robot can take a ball in each of its two grippers at the same time. With LCGP, the action of moving (+) number of levels of the plan after transformation by SearchReordering (cf. § 3.3) (++) number of levels of the plan before transformation by SearchReordering (cf. § 3.3) Table 4 : Comparison in the Gripper domain from on room to another can be considered simultaneously with taking two balls. But contrarily to the Ferry domain, in which the speedup between the two planners seems to stabilize around 6.5, in the Gripper domain, the speedup grows in relation to the difficulty of the problem.
Comparison GP vs. LCGP in Blocks-world domain
Prodigy version
In the Prodigy version of this domain, with 6 operators and one arm, there is no parallelism at all to exploit, even for LCGP, and the planning-graphs built by GP and LCGP are exactly the same. So, the search stage is performed in exactly the same way. We could however expect LCGP to be slower than GP, because of the need to recognize the authorized sets (cf. § 3.2). But as there is no parallelism, a set of actions considered during the search contains only one "real" action (all the others are no-ops); and the authorization test must only be performed on the subset of the real actions of a set of actions. Indeed:
• one no-op always authorizes another no-op;
• if an action does not authorize a no-op, then the no-op does not authorize the action, so they are mutually exclusive (and vice versa).
Thus, a set of actions containing at most two real actions is authorized if and only if there is no pair of mutually exclusive actions. This explains why LCGP and GP have very close performances in this domain (see Table 5 ).
Three operators version
We compared GP and LCGP in the version of the Blocks-world with three operators: MoveToTable, MoveFromTable, Move (from one stack to another). The main difference with the Prodigy version of this domain is the possibility to apply actions in parallel. LCGP takes advantage of parallel actions in this domain, and some mutually exclusive actions for GP become authorized for LCGP. For example, if the two blocks A and B are on top of two different stacks, the actions "move block A to table" and "move block B on block A" are mutually exclusive because the second action deletes the fact that block A is clear, which is a precondition of the first action; but the first action authorizes the second one.
In term of CPU time performances (cf. Table 6 ), LCGP is always faster than GP (on average, 426 times faster). Two problems (Nineteen and P16) are not solved by GP because it runs out of memory. Indeed, LCGP needs on average 5.38 levels to solve the problems while GP needs 7.13 levels. In term of quality of the solution in number of actions, LCGP generates slightly better solutions than GP (13.13 actions for LCGP against 13.75 for GP), although the size of the plans in number of levels is greater for LCGP (8.63 levels for LCGP against 7.13 for GP). Once again, the loss of optimality in the number of levels seems to have no influence on the quality of the solution in terms of the number of actions.
One remarkable thing that happens in this domain with the problems we tested with LCGP is that the number of developed nodes corresponds exactly to the number of levels of the planning-graph. In other words, once LCGP has found an authorized set of actions that asserts a set of subgoals by checking the mutual exclusions and the authorization of that set, it never backtracks over this choice, even in the hardest problems. This phenomenon does not occur with GP: there is at least one backtrack (problems Bw−12steps and Nine), and many more in harder problems. 
Comparison GP vs. LCGP in Mprime and Mystery domains
We finished the experiments with the Mprime and Mystery domains. These domains are very similar and allow parallel actions. We used the series of problems created for the AIPS'98 planning competition. Contrary to the problems of the other domains we tried, some problems in these series have no solution (cf. Tables 7  and 8 ). The main difficulty in these domains is to construct the planning-graph; the extraction of the solution is then trivial. The problems not present in the table (Mprime−X−6, Mprime−X−10, ...) are not solved by the two planners due to a lack of memory during the construction of the planning-graph. These domains are the only ones we found where GP is slightly better than LCGP: in Mprime domain, GP is 1.01 times faster than LCGP, and in Mystery domain, GP is 1.05 times better than LCGP. The reason is that, although they sometimes have fewer levels, the planning-graphs built by LCGP contain in their last levels more actions and propositions than GP's ones. 7.41 seconds by LCGP, the last level (7) for GP contains 835 actions against 861 for the last level (6) of LCGP. LCGP also computes more mutual exclusions between actions than GP: 188,820 against 187,386. At a same or inferior level, the planning-graphs developed by LCGP contain more potential plans than the ones built by GP, but they are harder to compute. And although the extraction of the solution is trivial for both planners, LCGP does not take advantage of that. However we can see that the best performances of GP in these domains have no common measure with the best performances of LCGP in other domains: the maximum speedup in these domains is 1.30 (problems Mprime−X−8 and Mysty−X−2), which is almost nothing compared with a speedup like 39,524 in the logistics domain (problem log016). Concerning the quality of the solution in number of actions, GP is better than LCGP in the Mprime domain (on average 0.7% more actions for LCGP) while LCGP is better than GP in the Mystery domain (on average 3.9% more actions for GP).
Related work
The idea of allowing more parallelism during the search and adding constraints after a plan has been found was introduced in [6] and used for experiments in [21] . [6] introduces the property of post-serializability of a set of actions: a set of actions A is said to be post-serializable if (a) the union of their preconditions is consistent; (b) the union of their effects is consistent; and (c) the graph AG is acyclic, where AG is the graph that contains one node for each action in A, and an edge from an action a to an action b if the preconditions of a are inconsistent with the effects of b. However, our work differs on several points. In [6] , the authors used the post-serializability in a different framework: they encode planning problems in nonmonotonic logic programs and search for stable models. We have gone one step further in the relaxation of constraints, because the authorization relation allows inconsistent effects: an action a can delete add effects of an action b if a precedes b in an authorized linearization. In [6] the authors do not perform a test of post-serializability like our test of authorization during search: they need to know before encoding the problem if the domain will support post-serializable actions (or weak post-serializable actions, which consists in breaking cycles by replacing actions in a post-processing phase). We generalized this idea by the fact that we do not need to know anything about particular properties of the domains; our process is guaranteed to be sound and complete [1] in order to find the reordering optimal in the number of levels of the solution plan.
Conclusion
Previous improvements to Graphplan have concentrated on improving the expressiveness of the description language (conditional effects, quantification...), taking into account uncertainty, and improving the implementation of the planning-graph (by using a two level circular structure). In this paper, we question a basic foundation of the research made around planners that produce parallel plans: the independence relation. In Graphplan, the structure of the graph is based on that concept of independence between actions, and allows the generation of plans with parallel actions. We have demonstrated that this condition can advantageously be replaced by a less restrictive one: the authorization between actions. The search space that is then developed by our planner LCGP becomes more compact (fewer levels than Graphplan), which dramatically speeds up the search time in some domains. The loss of optimality in the sense of Graphplan (in number of levels) does not appear to be significant, compared to the gain in efficiency. Furthermore, the optimality in number of actions is not directly related to the optimality in number of levels (when parallelism is possible), so LCGP can give better solutions (in number of actions) than Graphplan.
Proof: trivial.
Notation: when there is no ambiguity, ((...
The successive application of ℜ to two sequences of sets of actions and to a state gives the same result as the application of the concatenation of these two sequences to the same state.
Property 2:
Let E ∈ (2 P ∪ {⊥}) be a state and S1, S2 ∈ (2 A )* two sequences of sets of actions. Then:
Proof:
Let E ∈ (2 P ∪ {⊥}) be a state and S1, S2 ∈ (2 A )* two sequences of sets of actions.
we can make a proof by induction on length(S1).
• When length(S1) = 0:
We assume the following property is true when length(S1) = n: E ℜ (S1 ⊕ S2) = E ℜ S1 ℜ S2 We demonstrate it when length(S1) = n+1:
with Q1 = first(S1) and S'1 = rest(S1) Two cases can occur: − If Q1 is not independent or Prec(Q1) E:
(induction hyp.), because length(S'1) = length(rest(S1)) = n
Theorem 1:
Proof: It is based upon the following three lemmas.
Lemma 1:
Let A, A1, ..., An, B1, ..., Bn be sets such that
Proof:
We will use the following two properties: The following lemma will be used to calculate the application of a sequence of actions to a state (different from ⊥) when it contains all the preconditions of every action of the sequence and when an action never deletes the preconditions of another one which succeeds to it (immediately or not). In this particular case, the result is always different from ⊥.
Lemma 2:
Let E ∈ 2 P be a state and S ∈ A* a sequence of actions, with S = 〈ai〉n, such that: Prec(S) ⊆ E and ∀ i ∈ [1, n−1], Prec(ai+1) ∩ (Del(a1) ∪ ... ∪ Del(ai)) = ∅. Then: E ℜ S = ((...((((E − Del(a1)) ∪ Add(a1)) − Del(a2)) ∪ Add(a2)) − ...) − Del(an)) ∪ Add(an).
Proof:
Let E ∈ 2 P be a state and S ∈ A* a sequence of actions, with S = 〈ai〉n. We can make a proof by induction on length(S):
• When length(S) = 0: E ℜ S = E ℜ 〈ai〉 0 = E ℜ 〈〉 = E.
• We assume the following property is true when length(S) = n:
Given S = 〈ai〉n with Prec(S) ⊆ E and ∀ i ∈ [1, n−1], Prec(ai+1) ∩ (Del(a1) ∪ ... ∪ Del(ai)) = ∅, E ℜ 〈a1, a2, ..., an〉 = ((...((((E − Del(a1)) ∪ Add(a1)) − Del(a2)) ∪ Add(a2)) − ...) − Del(an)) ∪ Add(an).
Let us demonstrate it when length(S) = n+1, with S = 〈ai〉n+1, Prec(S) ⊆ E and ∀ i ∈ [1, n], Prec(ai+1) ∩ (Del(a1) ∪ ... ∪ Del(ai)) = ∅: E ℜ 〈a1, ..., an+1〉 = E ℜ (〈a1, ..., an〉 ⊕ 〈an+1〉) = E ℜ 〈a1, ..., an〉 ℜ 〈an+1〉 from Property 2 = ((E ℜ 〈a1, ..., an〉) − Del(an+1)) ∪ Add(an+1) because E ℜ 〈a1, ..., an〉 ≠ ⊥ and Prec(an+1) ⊆ E ℜ 〈a1, ..., an〉 = ((((...((E − Del(a1)) ∪ Add(a1)) − ...) − Del(an)) ∪ Add(an)) − Del(an+1)) ∪ Add(an+1) (induction hyp.)
Lemma 3:
Let E ∈ (2 P ∪ {⊥}) be a state and Q ∈ 2 A a set of actions. Then:
E ℜ 〈Q〉 ≠ ⊥ ⇒ ∀ S ∈ Lin(Q), E ℜ 〈Q〉 = E ℜ S.
Proof:
Let E ∈ (2 P ∪ {⊥}) be a state and Q ∈ 2 A a set of actions such that E ℜ 〈Q〉 ≠ ⊥ (which implies E ≠ ⊥).
As E ℜ 〈Q〉 ≠ ⊥, Q is an independent set of actions and Prec(Q) ⊆ E (else we would have E ℜ 〈Q〉 = ⊥).
We have: E ℜ 〈Q〉 = (E − Del(Q)) ∪ Add(Q) Given S = 〈a1, ..., an〉 ∈ Lin(Q), as Del(Q) = Del(S) and Add(Q) = Add(S), we have: E ℜ 〈Q〉 = (E − Del(S)) ∪ Add(S) As Q is an independent set of actions, Add(S) ∩ Del(S) = ∅. We have then:
∀ 
Proof of Theorem 1:
Let E ∈ (2 P ∪ {⊥}) be a state and S ∈ (2 A )* − {〈〉} a sequence of sets of actions, such that E ℜ S ≠ ⊥ (which implies E ≠ ⊥). We can make a proof by induction on length(S).
• When length(S) = 1: from Lemma 3, ∀ T ∈ Lin(first(S)), E ℜ S = E ℜ T • We assume the following property is true when length(S) = n, with S = 〈Q1, ..., Qn〉: E ℜ S ≠ ⊥ ⇒ ∀ S1 ∈ Lin(Q1), ..., ∀ Sn ∈ Lin(Qn), E ℜ S = E ℜ (S1 ⊕ ... ⊕ Sn) Let us demonstrate it at rank n+1, with S = 〈Q1, ..., Qn, Qn+1〉 and E ℜ S ≠ ⊥: E ℜ S = E ℜ 〈Q1, ..., Qn, Qn+1〉 = E ℜ (〈Q1, ..., Qn〉 ⊕ 〈Qn+1〉) = E ℜ 〈Q1, ..., Qn〉 ℜ 〈Qn+1〉 from Property 2 = E ℜ (S1 ⊕ ... ⊕ Sn) ℜ 〈Qn+1〉 ∀ S1 ∈ Lin(Q1), ..., ∀ Sn ∈ Lin(Qn), (induction hyp.) = E ℜ (S1 ⊕ ... ⊕ Sn) ℜ Sn+1 ∀ S1 ∈ Lin(Q1), ..., ∀ Sn ∈ Lin(Qn), ∀ Sn+1 ∈ Lin(Qn+1), from Lemma 3 = E ℜ (S1 ⊕ ... ⊕ Sn ⊕ Sn+1) ∀ S1 ∈ Lin(Q1), ..., ∀ Sn ∈ Lin(Qn), ∀ Sn+1 ∈ Lin(Qn+1), from Property 2
Property 3:
Q independent ⇒ Q authorized.
Proof: straightforward from the definitions of the independence and authorization relations.
The successive application of ℜ* to two sequences of sets of actions and to a state gives the same result than the application of the concatenation of these two sequences to the same state:
Property 4:
E ℜ* (S1 ⊕ S2) = E ℜ* S1 ℜ* S2
Proof: strictly identical to the proof of Property 2 by replacing ℜ by ℜ* and independent by authorized.
Theorem 2:
E ℜ* S ≠ ⊥ ⇒ ∀ S1 ∈ LinA(Q1), ..., ∀ Sn ∈ LinA(Qn), E ℜ* S = E ℜ* (S1 ⊕ ... ⊕ Sn).
Proof: it is based upon the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4:
Let E ∈ 2 P be a state and S ∈ A* a sequence of actions, with S = 〈a 1 , a 2 , ..., an〉, such that: Prec(S) ⊆ E and ∀ i ∈ [1, n−1], Prec(ai+1) ∩ (Del(a 1 ) ∪ ... ∪ Del(ai)) = ∅. Then: E ℜ* S = ((...((((E − Del(a1)) ∪ Add(a1)) − Del(a2)) ∪ Add(a2)) − ...) − Del(an)) ∪ Add(an).
Proof: strictly identical to the proof of Lemma 2 by replacing ℜ by ℜ*.
Lemma 5:
E ℜ* 〈Q〉 ≠ ⊥ ⇒ ∀ S ∈ LinA(Q), E ℜ* 〈Q〉 = E ℜ* S.
Proof: strictly identical to the proof of Lemma 3 by replacing ℜ by ℜ*, independent by authorized, Lin by LinA and Lemma 2 by Lemma 4.
Proof of Theorem 2: strictly identical to the proof of Theorem 1 by replacing ℜ by ℜ*, Property 2 by Property 4 and Lemma 3 by Lemma 5.
Theorem 3:
Let E ∈ (2
